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Background

Richmond’s First Baptist Church [FBC], established in downtown Richmond in 1780, is
now located on the corner of Monument Avenue and The Boulevard, a major intersection
in Richmond’s Museum District. The current senior pastor is the Rev. Dr. Jim Somerville,
formerly pastor of the First Baptist Church of Washington, D.C.

FBC is a “Big Tent” church that relates to both the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC)
and the theologically moderate Cooperative Baptist Fellowship [CBF]. Giving plans are
offered that allow members to choose how their contributions that support these entities
are routed.

FBC offers two traditional Sunday services, one at 8:30 a.m. and the other at 11:00. With
the exception of the 11 a.m. services on Palm Sunday and Easter, and the four Sundays
of Advent, which are broadcast live, a service is broadcast beginning at 11 o’clock on
Richmond’s ABC television station affiliate, WRIC, on a one-week delayed basis. How-
ever, both services are can be viewed live on the Internet and can be accessed from the
FBC website. 

Most aspects of FBC reflect traditional Baptist churches, including Sunday school classes
for children and adults that take place between the two worship services, dinner followed
by programs on Wednesday evenings, and many programs at other times throughout
the week. FBC also is home to a preschool from September to June.

Since Dr. Somerville’s arrival in Richmond, he has drawn attention to Jesus’ emphasis
on the Kingdom of God and to his conviction that Jesus wanted his disciples not just to
pray for the Kingdom to come, but to work diligently to bring it to reality. Dr. Somerville
has asked FBC members to consider themselves on a mission to bring the Kingdom of
Heaven to Richmond, Virginia. A mnemonic, KOH2RVA (Kingdom of Heaven to Rich-
mond Virgina), has helped to embed this firmly in he minds of FBC members. 

During 2016 FBC became engaged in a visioning process, called 2020 Vision, the pur-
pose of which is to create guidance for the Church for the next several years. The process
began with a conversation with Bill Wilson, President of the Center for Healthy Churches,
who listened to deacons’ concerns about the decline of the American church. Wilson be-
lieves that churches that are clear about their identity and their mission can thrive even
in times like these. 

This document reflects a step in the 2020 Vision process. It seeks to identify and articulate
a clear objective to guide FBC’s outbound communications, as well as an overall strategy
and supporting tactics most likely to lead to the accomplishment of that objective.
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As part of the 2020 Vision process, information was solicited and received from members
concerning what attracted them to the church, why they stay, and how they view FBC.
Of particular importance with respect to outbound communications, “Preaching” was the
main attraction that originally brought people to FBC, but “Fellowship & Community” are
the top reasons people remain members. 

Moreover, members consider the core traits of FBC to be “Diversity & Acceptance” fol-
lowed closely by “Love & Compassion.”

Clearly, members of FBC of all stripes feel loved. This is the primary personal benefit
that keeps them in the fold.
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Challenges and Opportunities

Challenges:

The website and other communications clearly state FBC’s mission, but they do not
clearly or overtly communicate the major benefit of being a member.

So much is going on at FBC, and so much information is available, it can be difficult to
find specific information on the website that someone may want.

Some may avoid trying FBC due to perceived parking difficulties.

Opportunities:

Members of FBC of all stripes feel loved, which is a marvelous benefit of membership. 

Members and many others in RVA recognize and understand FBC’s mission, which is to
bring the Kingdom of Heaven to Richmond, Virginia (KOH2RVA).

FBC has received a $10,000 per month grant for Google ads.

FBC’s 11 a.m. service is broadcast each week on WRIC.

Both of FBC’s Sunday services can be viewed live on the website.

FBC has a great deal to offer potential members of all ages and life stages.

FBC has excellent communications capabilities, including two full time and two part time
employees, as well as a good deal of video and recording equipment and knowhow.
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Communications Objective

Communicate that Richmond's First Baptist Church and its people 
are working provide a place of light, life and love to our community and the world

in order to bring the Kingdom of Heaven to Earth.
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Philosophy & Approach

Many marketers have become so enamored with all the new digital tools at their disposal
that they make the costly error of failing to truly understand the thought processes of
their target audience. Money is wasted when it is spent to promulgate a message that
does not resonate. Experience tells us a marketer is most likely to achieve success when
the message put forth connects and communicates what the marketer can offer that a
prospective customer most wants. Moreover, we have found that facts alone are usually
insufficient to do the best possible job. To paraphrase a statement by Aristotle, “If you
want to win someone over to your side, an appeal that contains emotion is more powerful
and persuasive than one that relies on facts and logic alone.”

This supports what we have found: that for maximum effectiveness, facts should be
wrapped in a compelling emotional message.

The visual above illustrates this approach. The apple’s glistening red exterior represents
emotion. It is what people feel, see, and react to when they choose one particular apple
from the many on display in a grocery store. It may not occur to them, but the fruit under
the skin is the real reason to buy the apple. It represents a product’s attributes––the logical
and factual reasons to buy.
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Communications Strategy

This is how we believe this approach should be applied to FBC:
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Strategy Continued

FBC is a church on a mission. Members are engaged in common cause to bring the
Kingdom of Heaven to Richmond, Virginia. 

Obviously, this is a benefit for Richmond, but how does it benefit the members of FBC?

Members benefit because they are part of something bigger than themselves. Studies
have shown this is a basic human need. 

They also benefit because they are surrounded by others who are actively working to
implement the Great Commandment given by Jesus:

You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your
mind. This is the first and great commandment. And the second is like it: You shall love
your neighbor as yourself. (Matthew 22:37-39, NKJV)

Being surrounded by others who love their neighbors regardless of their neighbors’ back-
grounds, ethnicity, or politics, is a great place to be. 

FBC members have love to share and they love to share that love. This is a theme that
can be weaved throughout our external communications.
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Tactics for Consideration

Measure outgoing communications against the objective on page 5 and make revisions
if necessary so that they support and will help achieve it.

Take a hard look at the home page and other key pages on the current website to see
how well they reflect the objective. Make revisions that bring the pages into line.

For the Google ad campaign, create a video for use on a landing page for potential first
time visitors using clips of FBC members explaining what they like about the Church,
why they came in the first place, and why they continue coming back.

The landing page for prospective visitors should clearly communicate the light and love
message as well as practical information, i.e., that parking is not difficult as there are a
number of options, including valet parting and spots available in the Mulberry lot for first
time visitors.

Also consider having greeters welcome visitors at their cars when they park in the first-
time spots. Also, leave a welcome note under the wipers of cars in those spots.

For the Google ad campaign, make sure click-throughs link to the appropriate pages
based on what is being searched, i.e., not necessarily the home page.

To determine how best to  rework the website for ease of navigation, give a list of topics
and information that people are likely to want to find to a dozen or so indiviuals not familiar
with the FBC website. Ask them to try to find the information, and then quiz them on what
they experienced. Use the findings to work our the kinks. No more than two clicks should
be required to find something.

Hold training sessions with members to teach them how to use social media to help
spread information and publicize what is going on at FBC.

Schedule and automatically send out a tweet with a link before each live webcast.

Develop an editorial calendar for social media. Measure the success of the various topics
and adjust the topics used going forward based on which draw the largest audiences. 

The content posted on the various social media vehicles should reflect the ages of the
people most like to use a particular outlet, i.e., Facebook, verses Twitter, SnapChat, etc.
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Consider updating the logo to reflect the light, life, and love theme. A pethora of ideas
can probably be generated for a few hundred dollars from an online freelance website
hub such as upwork.com or outsource.com.

Consider having deacons or volunteers assigned to new and prospective members to
help introduce and acclimate them to the Church.


